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Abstract

Human-Robot interaction is increasingly relevant to the field of robotics, as
mobile robots are used in education, health care, or assisting humans in everyday
tasks. In these applications, providing a personalized service is paramount to
reach a satisfactory end-user experience. A required feature to yield such a
service is to be able to recognize which person the robot has to interact with.
To address that issue, this Bachelor’s thesis explores face recognition: a non-
intrusive, autonomous approach of identification using biometric identifiers from
an user’s face. Face recognition has gained relevancy in the recent years and can
be used reliably in certain applications, as the advances in machine learning and
the creation of huge public datasets have improved state-of-the-art performance
considerably. In this way, the purpose of this work is to adapt and integrate a
modern face recognition pipeline in the Robot Operating System (ROS), the
most popular robotic software architecture, for its use in home environments by
service robots.
To accomplish this task, a number of open-source implementations for face

detection and deep feature extraction have been considered, two of the main
components of a face recognition pipeline. Additionally, a pose estimation method
named OpenPose has been employed for the task of face detection, given that
it has other useful features that can be applied to human-robot interaction, for
example, approaching humans safely, or recognizing non-verbal behavior. These
methods have been compared in terms of accuracy and performance in common
benchmark datasets to aid the choice of the final implementation, which has been
integrated in the ROS ecosystem.

Keywords: face recognition, convolutional neural networks, mobile robots.
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Resumen

La interacción entre robots y humanos es un ámbito de creciente importancia
en el campo de la robótica, dado el interés en la implantación de robots móviles
en áreas como la educación, la sanidad, o la asistencia a personas en tareas
diarias. Para conseguir una experiencia de uso satisfactoria en estas aplicaciones,
la capacidad de ofrecer un servicio personalizado al usuario es esencial. Una
funcionalidad necesaria para proporcional tal servicio es la capacidad de reconocer
a la persona con la que el robot ha de interactuar. Para resolver este problema,
este trabajo de fin de grado explora el ámbito del reconocimiento facial: un
método de identificación autónomo mediante la información biométrica de la cara
del usuario. El reconocimiento facial en los últimos años ha crecido en relevancia:
avances en el aprendizaje computacional y la creación de grandes conjuntos
de datos públicos han originado métodos capaces de ser usados con bastante
fiabilidad en algunos casos de uso. Por ello, el propósito de este trabajo es adaptar
e integrar un sistema moderno para reconocimiento facial en la arquitectura Robot
Operating System (ROS), el framework más usado para crear software robótico,
para su utilización por parte de robots de servicio en entornos domésticos.
Para la realización de este trabajo se han considerado una serie de imple-

mentaciones de software libre para la detección de caras y la extracción de
características, dos de los principales componentes de un sistema de reconoci-
miento facial. Adicionalmente, OpenPose, un método de extracción de poses,
ha sido considerado para la tarea de detección de caras, ya que provee otras
características útiles en la interacción entre robots y humanos como acercarse a
una persona de forma segura, o reconocer un comportamiento no verbal. Estos
métodos han sido evaluados en función de su precisión y rendimiento en datasets
de referencia para decidir la implementación final, que ha sido integrada en el
citado framework ROS.

Palabras clave: robots móviles, reconocimiento facial, Red Neuronal Convolu-
cional.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of robotics is the creation of autonomous, computer-controlled machines
able to perceive and manipulate the real world [44], using them to automate tasks
that could only be performed by humans beforehand. The use of robots in certain
tasks has considerable benefits such as: reducing the operational costs, working in
environments difficult for humans, providing services 24 hours a day, replacing people
in tedious tasks or supporting them in daily chores, etc.

Traditionally, robots have been deployed in controlled environments to do repetitive
tasks, being the most common example their use in industrial settings and assembly
lines. In comparison, mobile robots can be applied to more varied settings and solve
use cases important to the general public: transport, healthcare, education, etc. The
deployment of mobile robots presents far more challenges than their use in controlled
environments, but the potential of the underlying technologies to enhance the quality
of life of the people is undeniable.

A possible use of mobile robots is to assist humans in their home environment,
improving their everyday lives by performing chores, keeping them company or giving
care [31]. The robots designed to perform these roles are called assistive robots, which
are currently a topic of research at an European level [27]. This type of robots could
be specially useful for the elderly, a segment of the population specially susceptible
to illness, physical and cognitive problems. Although some of these problems can be
mitigated by medical advances, there are still plenty of cases where our elders end
up unable to live on their own and requiring the presence of constant caregivers or
relocation to a nursery home.

European countries are specially susceptible to this problem, as their constituent
nations have increasingly aging populations. This change in the demographic of
these countries is rooted in a general increase of life expectancy, while the birth rate
remains consistently low [9]. The deployment of assistive robots would help to solve
this problem, as the presence of a constant, autonomous caregiver within the home
can improve the quality of life of their inhabitants, specially in situations where the
only alternative is relocating the individual to a nursery home. Figure 1.1 gives an
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Figure 1.1: Giraff robot (right) deployed as an assistive robot.

example of an assistive robot called Giraff [12].

1.1. Motivation

To provide a personalized service to the persons they are caring for is a must
for assistive robots. Thus, they must have the capacity to identify individuals in a
reliable way, being able to recognize a small set of people such as the inhabitants of
the household and maybe some recurrent visitors (nearest family, close friends, etc.).
This identification also has to be autonomous as, depending on the situation, some
users may have difficulties to interact with it and identify themselves.
A popular approach to identification is the utilization of biometric identifiers

from the user, i.e. that of the face, fingerprints, irises, etc. This specific use case, an
assitive robot in a house, favours the utilization of facial information for identification,
which is commonly known as facial recognition, as it does not need user intervention
nor additional sensors besides a camera. There are precedents of successful facial
recognition systems, such as the ones in smart phones or laptops, but their application
in the field of robotics presents additional difficulties: variability in the face orientation,
poor lighting conditions, partial occlusion of the face, etc.
The field of facial recognition have seen significant advances caused by the resur-

gence of Neural Network (NN) based techniques. The application of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have been particularly effective for some image-related
tasks, including facial recognition. This resurgence originates in the availability of
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huge public data sets to train and evaluate models, and the increase in computational
capability of the GPUs [47].
This bachelor thesis addresses the integration of a modern face recognition system

in the Robot Operating System (ROS) [34], the most popular robotic architecture, to
provide an assistive robot with the ability to identify users in a home environment.
This could be of great use for an assistive robot in tasks such as finding an individual
and providing personalized service. It is worth mentioning that it is framed in the
context of the european project MoveCare1, which comprises the development of
assistive mobile robots.

1.2. Objectives

This project’s main goal is to endow a robot with the ability to identify a set of
individuals in a home environment. We also consider other specific objectives:

Implement a software able to detect and extract a human face from an image.
To accomplish this task a neural network for human pose detection will be
considered.

Implement and train a neural network able to recognize a set of people from a
dataset containing images of their faces.

Integration of the mentioned components to the ROS programming environment
for their use in a robotic system.

Design of a graphical representation of the system output.

1.3. Structure

The bachelor thesis is divided into 6 chapters, covering each one an important
aspect in the implementation of the face recognition package. The chapters are
divided in the following manner:

Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter describes the context in which this
thesis is framed, providing details about the motivation behind it, and the objectives
to accomplish.

Chapter 2: Background. In this chapter they are enumerated some key con-
cepts necessary to understand the task of face recognition. It includes the different
types of face recognition systems, and the different modules that comprise a typical
face recognition system.

1http://www.movecare-project.eu/index.php/project/
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Chapter 3: Used technologies. This chapter describes the used libraries and
frameworks which have been used to implement the face recognition module, and
during the testing of the different alternatives considered.

Chapter 4: Implementation. In this chapter they are introduced the various
components considered to implement the face recognition pipeline, the additional
functionality created and how the system is integrated into the Robot Operating
System.

Chapter 5: Results This chapter serves as a comparison between the different
components introduced in chapter 4. These have been evaluated in terms of accuracy
on popular benchmark datasets and in terms of performance in the development
machine. Once these results have been presented, a final face recognition pipeline has
been integrated in ROS according to the previous results.

Chapter 6: Conclusions This final chapter presents a discussion of this work,
containing a set of final remarks and the possible future lines of work.
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Chapter 2

Background

Facial recognition has been one of the most prominent research topics in the field
of Computer Vision [11] from as early as the 1990s. Since then the field has evolved
drastically, as the computing power available has risen and new methods have been
developed [47]. Specially, the advent of Deep Learning and Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) have brought methods on par with human performance in favorable
conditions [22, 43].
Face recognition tasks can be categorized as face verification and face identification.

A face verification system is tasked to confirm if the subject in question is the person
it proclaims being, i.e. a one-to-one comparison, whereas a face identification system
must determine the identity of the person from a pool of known identities, i.e. a
one-to-many comparison. Nevertheless, the approach to both categories share a
similar processing pipeline, although different trade-offs are encouraged depending on
the situation.

2.1. Components of a facial recognition system

This section explains the different components that form a facial recognition
system, describing each processing step that might be used to achieve quality results
[35]. Figure 2.1 shows a simplified face recognition containing some of the major
processing steps that take place. In order to implement a face recognition system,
various alternatives for each step has been considered. These alternatives will be
further described in chapter 4.

2.1.1. Face detection

Face detection is the first step in the facial recognition pipeline, which receives as
input a raw image directly from a camera. This component’s objective is to locate all
the faces within an image, returning the region that contains them in the form of a
bounding box.

5



Figure 2.1: Simplified face recognition pipeline on testing1.

Similarly to other image and face related tasks, face detection faces multiple
difficulties that discourage the use traditional approaches in real world applications,
such as the varying image resolutions, illumination conditions, face orientations, face
expresions, occlusions, etc. For example, other object detection algorithms such the
use of Haar features proposed by Viola and Jones [45], might not prove as useful
when applied to face detection.

On the other hand, machine learning and especially deep convolutional neural
networks (DCNNs) have demonstrated the ability to perform object and face detection
reliably on a variety of conditions [22, 15]. The most important advantage compared
to classic face detection algorithms is their ability to learn rich and discriminative
representations from huge face datasets without relying on human-made features [35].
In particular two approaches for face detection using DCNN exists: region based
[36, 7], and sliding-window based [25, 23, 48]. Also additional efforts have been made
to integrate face detection and face alignment, as the former relies on the detection
of facial features of a face and there exists certain correlation between the two tasks
[48].

The most widely used dataset for evaluating facial detectors is FDDB [18]. It
includes 2845 images containing a total of 5171 faces with a wide range of difficulties
(i.e. occlusions, difficult poses, low resolution images and out-of-focus images). The
dataset is accompanied with the face annotations of all the faces as elliptical regions
and the source code for their evaluation program. They also provide the benchmark
results publicly in their website2, which is useful to compare the performance of
different state-of-the-art methods.

1Feature extraction image taken and modified from original by Wikimedia, distrubuted under CC
BY-SA 4.0

2http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/fddb/results.html
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2.1.2. Face alignment

Face alignment is widely used in facial recognition to improve its robustness
against pose variations, which is considered the greatest challenge faced by these
systems [20]. The usual methods for face alignment are based on the detection of
facial keypoints: sets of landmarks located in parts of the face (e.g. the eyes, the nose,
the mouth, etc.). The location of these landmarks provides information about the
pose of the face, which is used to reduce the variability of poses the feature extraction
network has to deal with.
In the case of 2D alignment the process is rather straightforward once the facial

keypoints are computed. Concretely, affine transformations are used to normalize the
position of these particular keypoints. The affine transformation model can describe
rotations, translations, scaling, and shears in order to convert the points of an image
from their original position to the desired one [32]. An example of this transformation
is shown in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Face alignment using 5 keypoints from MTCNN [48].

2.1.3. Anti-Spoofing

A caveat of face detection methods in general is that they function only as pattern
recognition machines, i.e. they classify regions of an image into face and non-face
regions, without regard if that face belongs to real human or not. Detections of faces
shown in a screen or printed are common in most face detectors, even evaluation
datasets such as LFW [16] consider these detections as true positives as seen in
figure 2.3.
This component is optional, but must be taken into account depending on the

target application. An example of an scenario in which this type of detections can
interfere with a robot’s behavior is rather common: an assistive robot from the
MoveCare project is deployed in a house environment where photographs of its
inhabitants or their relatives are commonplace. A task involving face recognition such
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as searching for an specific individual might be fooled by these unintended positive
recognitions, causing unpredictable ramifications in the behavior of this robot.
As described in [47], CNNs have also been used to mitigate spoofing attacks. In the

case of avoiding positive recognitions on printed photographs, the depth information
provided from a RGB-D camera can be used, as seen in [10, 37].

Figure 2.3: On the left, face detection on a printed photograph of a face. This image
is from the LFW dataset [16], which considers the mentioned detection as a true
positive.

2.1.4. Face processing

Although deep learning methods have powerful representation capabilities, con-
ditions in the environment such as poses, illuminations, expressions, and occlusions
still prove detrimental to the performance of facial recognition systems. Therefore,
some preprocessing might be done to the face image to improve the resilience to these
conditions, both in training and deployment.
Experts in the field have tried a multitude of approaches to face preprocessing in

order to enhance the performance of face recognition. These approaches range from
the most commonly used data augmentation methods such as mirroring, rotating or
applying filters to an image; to the more complex methods such as the creation of a
3D model of the face [28], or the use of generative adversarial networks (GANs) to
synthesize a frontal view of the face [17].

2.1.5. Feature extraction

Feature extraction is the task of obtaining discriminative and robust identity
features from a face. It is the core component of most facial recognition algorithms,
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as it is needed for both face verification and face identification.
In the early days of the field it was common the use of handcrafted features based

on their previous understanding on how humans recognized each other. These efforts
failed to adapt to the challenging task that is unconstrained facial recognition, with
all the problems it entails. The success of Deep Learning in image related tasks
such as object recognition in the ImageNet challenge [22] inspired the application
of deep network architectures to facial recognition, originating new advances in the
field: the creation of huge training datasets [4, 14, 21], the development of new loss
functions applied to feature extraction [40, 46, 26, 8], and the use of several network
architectures [41, 42, 15]. These advances have steadily risen the state of the art
performance on common public benchmarks [16], improving accuracy performance
from a 97.35% [43] to 99.83% [8] in just 3 years.
Deep learning uses multiple layers of processing units for feature extraction and

transformation. During training each layer learns different representations at different
levels of abstraction: the first layers may learn to apply some basic filters, whereas
the latter layers learn increasingly more complex features, such as the color of the
eyes or the shape of the mouth. This ability to automatically learn features that
would take years to design by hand is one of the greatest strengths of deep learning.
Deep Learning approaches, though effective, need huge amounts of data, specially

for the training process. Some private companies like Google or Facebook have a clear
advantage in this aspect, as they can gather enormous image datasets for private use,
e.g. the original implementation of FaceNet[40] was trained on 200 million images
of 3 million different people. Datasets like these are not available to academics,
so their ground-breaking results cannot be reproduced accurately. Therefore, the
development of large public datasets pays a huge role in the academic research. Some
of the most popular image datasets for training are VGGFace2 [3], MS-Celeb-1M
[14], and MegaFace [21] [30]. The most popular dataset for testing is Labeled Faces
in the Wild (LFW) [16], which also provides a useful results benchmark to compare
state-of-the-art methods. Other popular testing datasets are the previously mentioned
MS-Celeb-1M, and MegaFace.
Since the datasets for academic research are limited, the focus of the research

community have shifted to the development of new loss functions to improve certain
traits of feature extractors, e.g. increasing the separation between classes or learning
more discriminative features [47]. The training process of Deep Learning algorithms
involves a process of optimization, usually phrased in terms of minimizing a certain
function [13]. Loss functions L(x, y, ŷ) serve to this purpose, as they represent the
amount of utility lost from predicting f(x) = y, when the correct value was ŷ [39].
A deep neural network produces a compact feature representation known as

a feature embedding. Each embedding corresponds to a point in a d-dimensional
euclidean space f(X) ∈ Rd. During training, the loss function seeks to minimize the
distance between two embeddings f(A) and f(B) if they map images of the same
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individual (positive pairs), while maximizing the distance otherwise (negative pairs).

2.1.6. Face matching

Face matching is the last step of the face recognition pipeline (recall figure 2.1)
and is tasked to match the new sample with a known identity within the face database.
Originally this task was achieved by a final classifier layer similar to the one used in
object recognition, nevertheless the use of face embeddings made it easier to generalize
it. The feature embeddings are used to compute the similarity between two faces
by comparing them using cosine distance or L2 distance (euclidean distance). The
feature embedding can be computed using one or more images and a pre-trained
model for the feature extraction, then the embedding can be stored on a database or
other data structure for latter use. As long as the distances between the embeddings
are discriminative enough to separate the identities we want to match, there is little
need to do additional training.
The embedding representation fits well both categories of face recognition systems:

verification, and identification. For verification it is only needed to compare the new
sample against the corresponding embedding, the decision task is just a matter to
use a threshold on the resulting similarity measure. This threshold depends on the
requirements of the face recognition system: if there is a greater emphasis in recognize
an individual in most situations (recall) then the threshold might be higher, otherwise
if there is a need to be certain about the identity of the individual (precision) the
threshold should be lower. On the other hand, identification is viewed as a nearest
neighbor problem, it must find the embedding in the database whose distance is
minimal. It can still use a threshold against the nearest match to determine if it a
unknown identity.
The matching process completely relies on the idea that the feature model is able

to separate the classes/identities in most conditions. When the feature model is
discriminative enough, the use of a comparison function such as Euclidean distance
(L2) or cosine distance should suffice to identify the required individuals. If this does
not apply, additional training of the model or the use of a simple classifier over the
feature embedding might be required.
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Chapter 3

Used technologies

This chapter is intended to introduce the technologies used to implement the
system described in section 4. This will include the different machine learning
platforms the face recognition and detection methods are implemented with.

3.1. ROS

Figure 3.1: ROS logo.

The Robot Operating System (ROS) [34] is a framework for developing robot
software. It contains tools and libraries to aid the creation of complex and robust
robot behavior across a wide variety of robotic platforms. It provides a runtime
environment in which different pieces of software (in the form of nodes and services)
can be run and interact with each other.
ROS is Open Source and has a large community of users worldwide. The community

is encouraged to contribute in various ways, e.g. improving the documentation,
resolving doubts from other users, or sharing software made for the platform. This
philosophy results in a collaborative environment in which to share knowledge and
solutions in the wide array of topics that constitute the field of Robotics.
The ROS ecosystem provides various utilities for the development of software

targeting robotic platforms. In order to explain how a program interacts with the
ROS platform some specific terms are used:

Package: The main unit for organizing software in ROS. They are used to bundle
together different processes (nodes), libraries, datasets, configuration files, etc.
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Nodes: The processes that perform computation. They are intended to provide
modularity to the robot’s control system, each node handling one task usually. The
ROS nodes can be written using the C++ or Python programming languages.

Messages: Format of communication between different nodes. They are data
structures comprised of different fields similar to a struct in C/C++. Each field can
contain a standard primitive type (integer, floating point, boolean, etc.), arrays, or
other nested structures. The message definitions can be imported in other packages
to ensure interoperability between different nodes.

Topics: Name used to identify the contents of a message within the transport
system of ROS. As illustrated in figure 3.2, a node sends a message by publishing to a
given topic. Then, every node subscribed to the same topic will receive that message.
All messages belonging to the same topic must share the same data structure (message
definition).

Figure 3.2: ROS communication mechanism (Simplified). Image obtained from
wiki.ros.org under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0.

3.2. Machine Learning frameworks

Machine Learning, and specially Deep Learning, have ever increasing importance
in the field of computer science as they have demonstrated great success in a variety
of fields such as computer vision, natural language processing, robotics, etc. [13].
The popularity of the field have fostered the development of a number of machine
learning frameworks by big companies and research groups. These frameworks lower
the entry barrier for novice developers and researchers, encouraging the appearance
of new practitioners to the field.
This work entails the testing and integration of a variety of deep learning methods

for tasks such as pose estimation, face recognition, and face detection. Some of
the methods tested are implemented only in one platform, or have ports to other
platforms made by the community. In order to test these components a variety of
frameworks have been used, namely Tensorflow (section 3.2.1), Caffe (section 3.2.2)
and MXNet (section 3.2.3).

12
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3.2.1. Tensorflow

Figure 3.3: TensorFlow logo.

Tensorflow [1] is an open source platform for machine learning developed by the
Google Brain team. It uses dataflow graphs to represent computation (figure 3.4),
which can be run across many machines in a cluster, or across multiple computational
devices in a single machine, such as multi-core CPUs, general purpose GPUs, and
TPUs. These qualities makes Tensorflow a suitable choice for both experimenting
with machine learning and deploying applications in production.

Figure 3.4: Sample dataflow graph visualization on Tensorboard. Image obtained
from www.tensorflow.org under Creative Commons 4.0

In this work, Tensorflow is used to test a feature extraction system based on the
FaceNet paper [40]. This implementation was developed by David Sandberg and can
be found in its entirety in GitHub1. That same implementation is accompanied with
a face detection neural network based on MTCNN [48] which also runs on Tensorflow.
Both neural networks will be considered for inclusion in the system, comparing them
to other alternatives that can accomplish the same task.

3.2.2. Caffe

Caffe [19] is a deep learning framework developed by Berkeley AI Research and
community contributors. It provides a clean framework and a collection of reference

1https://github.com/davidsandberg/facenet
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deep learning models for use. The networks implemented using this framework are
able to use both CPU and GPU, and to be deployed in a variety of platforms. It is
written in C++ and has bindings to Python and MATLAB.
The original OpenPose [5] implementation considered for pose estimation in this

work was developed using the Caffe framework, although it has community ports to
other frameworks. This implementation can be found at GitHub2 along additional
documentation and resources.

3.2.3. MXNet

Figure 3.5: MXNet logo.

Apache MXNet [6] is a deep learning library incubated by the Apache Software
Foundation. It provides high level interfaces for general-purpose mathematical oper-
ations and optimized neural network layers and architectures, which can make full
use of multiple GPUs or cloud computing. MXNet provides APIs for a variety of
programming languages such as Python, C++, R, Java or Scala.
In this work, it has been used to test the original InsightFace implementation, which

has been developed using MXNet. There exists other community implementations of
InsightFace developed using other frameworks such as Caffe or Tensorflow, but they
have not been considered as their stated performance in the various benchmarks is
considerable lower than the original.

2https://github.com/CMU-Perceptual-Computing-Lab/openpose
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Chapter 4

Implementation

Chapter 2 described how the facial recognition pipeline is structured (Fig. 2.1).
This chapter will describe each of the processing steps in greater detail, examining the
problems found in development, and their respective solutions. Concretely, we will
introduce OpenPose, MTCNN, and tools from OpenCV for face detection (section 4.1),
FaceNet and InsightFace for feature extraction (section 4.2), the way in which face
classification can be carried out (section 4.1), and their integration into the robotic
architecture ROS (section 4.4) as well as in an assistive robot. All these componentes
will be evaluated in the next chapter in order to choose the best combination of them.

4.1. Face detection

Face detection is a fundamental part of a facial recognition system deployed in
real environments, where unfavorable conditions such as partial occlusion of the face,
variation in the face orientation, or poor lighting conditions, may hamper the correct
behavior of our system.
There exist multiple open-source face detection implementations that can be

integrated into a face recognition system, the most prominent being based on neural
networks. To provide the facial recognition system with reliable face detection various
methods have been tested.

4.1.1. OpenPose

OpenPose [5] is a multi-person 2D pose estimation system. It can locate anatomical
keypoints, i.e. body parts, from an image and associate the ones belonging to the
same individual (Fig. 4.1). The result of the process is a list of 2D poses, each one
belonging to a different individual.
The authors of OpenPose have made their library for pose estimation open source1,

which is the implementation used in this work. OpenPose provides various models
1Available at https://github.com/CMU-Perceptual-Computing-Lab/openpose
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Figure 4.1: Pose estimation on an image from the COCO dataset [24]. Each point
represents an anatomical body part and the points belonging to an individual are
linked by a line.

for pose estimation. These models determine the pose format and the keypoints
extracted. The model tested in this work was trained on the COCO dataset [24],
whose pose format can be seen in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the keypoints used in COCO pose model.

Pose estimation can be of great use in robotic platforms meant to interact with
humans, such as the assistive robots of the MoveCare initiative, for example by using
the pose information to approach an user safely [10]. Nevertheless, this section will
exclusively analyze the effectiveness of OpenPose in the task of face detection, as it is
relevant to face recognition. Afterwards, it will be compared to some dedicated face
detectors, which can play the same role if pose estimation is not needed.
OpenPose, despite not being a dedicated face detector, can be used to estimate the
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position of faces within an image. The COCO pose model contains some face-related
keypoints useful for this endeavor, specifically those related to the left eye, right eye,
nose, left ear, right ear, and neck (see Fig. 4.3). OpenPose provides a face extraction
method which uses the pose to construct a bounding box around the face. This
method was used as inspiration for the candidate, implemented face detector (see
next sections: Iteration 0 and 1).

Figure 4.3: Face specific keypoints in the COCO model.

4.1.1.1. Iteration 0: Openpose method

The original face extraction method used in OpenPose computes a bounding box
by estimating position of a face from the keypoints available, calculating the center of
the face and its size. The algorithm as it is has some major problems that discourage
its use as a face detector:

The margins of the bounding boxes, i.e. the space within the bounding box
that does not contains a face, are considerably wide as seen in figure 4.4. These
margins also vary drastically depending on the individual’s pose and visible
keypoints. One of the main causes to this problem is the use of the neck’s
keypoint to compute the position of the face. The neck’s relative position to the
face varies depending on the angle and pose of the human, as it is not part of
the face itself. Therefore, a modified approach might not use the neck keypoint
or reduce its influence in the final result.

The bounding boxes produced are squared. The set of keypoints available does
not provide almost any information about the vertical size of the face, as most
points are located along the horizontal axis. The only information about the
vertical can be found by the relative pose of the neck, which is rather unreliable.
Therefore, the vertical length of the face must be estimated by using facial ratios
or other methods. The base implementation avoids this problem by constructing
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an squared bounding box and overestimating the face size, which should be
avoided to improve bounding box quality.

Some of these problems, especially the oversized bounding boxes, make it im-
possible to evaluate OpenPose using the FDDB dataset, as described in section 5.1.
The matching process in the provided evaluation code seems unable to handle these
oversized bounding boxes, resulting in a disproportionate amount of false positives.
Therefore, the accuracy of this face detector is not able to be measured nor compared
to other methods in the current state.

Figure 4.4: Results from the OpenPose face extraction method on images from
FDDB [18]. In figure (a) the bounding boxes contain broad margins, while in (b) the
face is not centered.

4.1.1.2. Iteration 1: Rectangular bounding boxes

Given the existing issues with the approach provided, a new method based on the
original was created. The main idea behind the modifications was to estimate the
vertical and horizontal dimensions separately in order to create tight bounding boxes
around the faces. Also, whenever the left or right ears are detected (prob > 0.0) the
method anchors the leftmost and rightmost point to each ear respectively.
The results of the modified extraction method, although not perfect, reliably

estimate the position of most faces within an image. The new extraction method
can be evaluated using the FDDB benchmark, whose results will be discussed in
section 5.1.

4.1.2. MTCNN

MTCNN [48] is a deep cascaded multitask framework able to achieve face detection
and alignment in real time performance by exploiting the similarities between the
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Figure 4.5: Results from the modified OpenPose method. Compared to figure 4.4
these bounding boxes delimite better the area of the faces.

two tasks. It uses a 3 stage CNN pipeline: the first stage (P-Net) generates bounding
box candidates, then the second stage (R-Net) refines those candidates, and the last
stage (O-Net) produces the final bounding boxes and facial landmarks.
The network returns a rectangular bounding box and a list of 5 facial landmarks

per face. These landmarks correspond with the left eye, right eye, nose, left mouth
corner and right mouth corner (Fig. 4.6a). This set of points is enough to provide
alignment, and mitigate the detrimental effects of pose variance (Fig. 4.6b).

(a) Bounding box and landmarks. (b) Aligned image.

Figure 4.6

Both face recognition systems described in section 4.2 use different implementations
of MTCNN: the one in FaceNet uses the Tensorflow framework, while InsightFace’s
uses the MxNet framework. Both implementations are based on the description in [48]
so their behavior is similar and they can be used interchangeably without modifying
the system’s implementation. The most noticeable difference between the two face
recognition systems is the lack of alignment step in the FaceNet implementation,
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while it is part of InsightFace’s pipeline.

4.1.3. OpenCV

OpenCV [2] is an open-source library created to provide all the tools necessary to
solve computer vision problem. These tools range from image processing functions, to
many implementations of high level algorithms used to solve problems such as object
detection [38], face detection, and tracking [33]. Released in 2000, this library has
become an staple of computer vision projects, as it contains an increasingly impressive
amount of functionality and has been used in many projects worldwide.
OpenCV is already a requirement of the face recognition pipeline, as it is used in

other tasks such as image resizing, color model transformation, and affine transfor-
mation for face alignment (recall section 2.1.2). In addition to this image processing
functions, OpenCV provides a number of face detectors such as the Haar Cascade
introduced by Viola and Jones [45], and a DNN model2 based on [25]. The latter has
been used in this comparison to provide more contrast between the different evaluated
methods by comparing them to a more widely available implementation included in
this library.

4.2. Feature extraction

Feature extraction is the cornerstone of a facial recognition system. It provides
the ability to gather discriminative and robust identity features from a face. This
section will consider some open-source implementations available that can be used
within our system.

4.2.1. FaceNet

FaceNet: A Unified Embedding for Face Recognition and Clustering [40] was
one of the most influential papers in the field of face recognition around its time of
publication. It introduced new concepts to the field such as optimizing directly the
embeddings and a new loss function: the Triplet Loss. Triplet Loss tries to ensure
that for a face image (anchor), every image of the same person (positive exemplars)
is nearer than all images from a different person (negative exemplars). Each possible
trio of images consisting of an anchor (xa), a true positive sample (xp) and a true
negative sample (xn) it is called a triplet. The loss to minimize is then described as:

L =
N∑
i

[
||f(xa

i )− f(xp
i )||22︸ ︷︷ ︸

(1)

− ||f(xa
i )− f(xn

i )||22︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)

+α

]
+

(4.1)

2https://github.com/opencv/opencv/tree/master/samples/dnn#face-detection
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Where (1) is the distance between the anchor embedding and its positive exemplar,
(2) is the anchor-negative exemplar distance, and α is a margin constraint between
negative and positive pairs.
The main disadvantage of this learning loss is the need to find triplets that the

current iteration of the network classifies incorrectly, i.e. they do not follow the
constraint:

||f(xa
i )− f(xp

i )||22 + α < ||f(xa
i )− f(xn

i )||22

The selection of triplets is crucial for the training process and has to be repeated
multiple times during training. In an optimal selection, the whole dataset would be
searched to find the most erroneous triplets, but this is unfeasible given the size of
the datasets. Therefore, this process is usually done using smaller training batches.
Using these concepts, FaceNet surpassed the former state-of-the-art performance

in the LFW dataset, achieving a classification accuracy of 99.63%. The original
implementation was trained with an internal Google dataset containing around 200M
images. The introduction of the new loss function and the groundbreaking results
encouraged the community to replicate their results, resulting in the creation of
multiple open-source implementations trained using triplet loss. OpenFace3 and
FaceNet, made by David Sandberg4 are two of such implementations.
In this work, the latter FaceNet implementation has been successfully integrated

with the rest of the pipeline. This implementation is built using the machine learning
framework Tensorflow and the Python programming language, which eases the
integration process substantially as it is supported by the ROS framework. In
addition to the neural network implementation, this repository provides pretrained
models for the network. The best model available has been trained on the VGGFace2
dataset [4] and achieves a similar performance in the LFW benchmark to the original
Google implementation. The evaluation pipeline on LFW used to test the whole
system (see section 5.2) has been heavily influenced by the implementation by David
Sandberg.

4.2.2. InsightFace

The work ArcFace: Additive Angular Margin Loss for Deep Face Recognition [8]
has provided one of the most recent advances in the field of face recognition. This
paper introduces a novel loss function: the additive angular margin or ArcFace loss.
In their evaluation results they compare the performance of the ArcFace loss across
various verification datasets, outperforming other state-of-the-art open-source models
available.

3https://github.com/cmusatyalab/openface
4https://github.com/davidsandberg/facenet
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The ArcFace loss is a variant on the Softmax loss, the most widely used loss
function for classification tasks:

Lsoftmax = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

log eW
T
yi
xi+byi

Σn
j=1e

WT
j xi+bj

(4.2)

being W and b the set of parameters and biases to be learnt during the network
training, respectively. The softmax function, although useful in other classification
tasks such as object recognition, is not able to extract discriminative enough features to
be of use in an open-set face recognition problem. Therefore, there have been various
attempts to modify the softmax function to create more discriminative features.
Following the steps of SphereFace [26] and CosFace [46], ArcFace treats the

embedding space as a high dimensional hypersphere with radius s. Using this
representation, ArcFace proposes an angular margin constraint between the class
center W T

j and the feature vector xi, that is:

Larcface = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

log es(cos(θyi+m))

es(cos(θyi+m)) + Σn
j=1,j 6=yi

es cos θj
(4.3)

Where θyi is the angle between W T
j and xi, m is the margin constraint, and s is the

feature scale or radius. This loss function increases the discriminative power of the
feature embeddings learned, augmenting the distance between the different classes.
The authors of the paper have released their code and pre-trained models on

Github5 which helps to reproduce their state-of-the-art results. This implementation
is built using the MXNet deep learning library, which has APIs for a variety of
languages including Python, C++, Java, etc. In the developments of the present
work, the implementation has been integrated into the face recognition pipeline, so it
can be used from the ROS node. From the number of available models, it has been
considered the LResNet100E-IR network, trained on the MS-Celeb-1M dataset [14],
since it shows the best performance across the different benchmark datasets.

4.3. Face classification

Once described the considered options for extracting a deep feature representation
of an image, the system must be able to recognize a set of known identities by
exploiting them. This section will describe: how the testing data is stored, how
classification is implemented, and which factors affect the correct behavior of our
system.

4.3.1. Data

The image dataset used for classification is structured in a similar way LFW is
organized. Given the parent directory of our dataset, which will be referred as ROOT,

5https://github.com/deepinsight/insightface
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each identity is located in a set of sub-folders, e.g. ROOT/sam, and ROOT/pepe can be
used to store the face images corresponding to two different identities: Sam and Pepe.
The name of the images themselves is not taken into consideration.
The image data needs to be processed before it is used in classification, for this

endeavor a script is provided in face_recognition_ros/scripts/database.py. This
tool will process the image using the current configuration. It will process each image:
detecting the face present in the image, aligning it if necessary, and extracting the
face features using a deep neural network. The resulting embeddings and their
corresponding identities are stored in a DataFrame, a tabular data structure from the
Pandas library [29]. In such data representation, the identities column contains
the name strings and the embeddings column contains a feature array per row, as
seen in table 4.1.

embeddings identities

0 [[-0.046932284, -0.062385418, 0.036375325, 0.0... sam
1 [[0.06880989, 0.0011512502, 0.077945605, 0.031... saul
2 [[0.0014910786, 0.033189796, -0.07139118, 0.00... isaac
... ... ...

Table 4.1: Layout of the DataFrame structure used for classification.

The Pandas library allows us to store a DataFrame in a variety of formats, such
as csv, HDF5, excel, SQL, etc. Currently the DataFrames are stored using the pickle
library for object serialization6, which can store and load most Python objects in a
binary format.

4.3.2. Classification methods

The embeddings created by feature extraction neural networks are optimized to
maximize the distance of embeddings from different identities, while reducing the
distance on the opposite case. This allows the use of a simple classification scheme:
comparing the test sample against all the database samples, then returning the nearest
one. An additional threshold step is used to avoid classifying persons outside the
database as a known person.
If the feature extractor can not perfectly separate 2 classes, i.e. the distance of

2 samples from different identities are closer than the nearest correct match, then
this classification approach (distance comparison and threshold) does not behaves
correctly (Figure 4.7). In those cases, there are two options to improve performance:
to fine-tune the feature extraction network (which needs an extensive amount of data),
or to train a simple classifier (e.g. a Support Vector Machine) to further separate
the two classes. If it were necessary to do so, an alternative matching method has

6https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/pickle.html
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been integrated in the recognition pipeline using the SVM implementation form the
Scikit-learn package7.
The training of a SVM classifier needs a dataset of images from the known individ-

uals having the same format as the one described in section 4.3.1. This process can be
launched by running the mainmethod in face_recognition_ros/classifiers/svm.py.
The resulting classifier can be used afterwards during runtime.

(a) Identity: Samuel (b) Identity: Samuel (c) Identity: Isaac

Figure 4.7: Face classification mismatch using the FaceNet model. The distance
between (a) and (b) is 0.91, while the distance between (b) and (c) is 0.823.

4.4. Integration in the ROS framework

The main goal of this project is to provide a robot the ability to recognize people.
Once the face recognition pipeline has been implemented, it must be able to run and
interact with the rest of the components in the ROS framework onboard the robot.
This section will describe the system integration in ROS and how it communicates
with other processes.
The face recognition system is run as a ROS node named face_recognition. This

node is a wrapper over the main face recognition pipeline described in the previous
sections. Apart from running the face recognition system, the node has 3 additional
requirements: to read images from a camera, to communicate its results to other
nodes interested in its information, and to configure the parameters of the system.
As it was described in section 3.1 the ROS framework provides communication

mechanisms between processes by means of messages and topics. Usually, the cameras
mounted on a robot are integrated in ROS as independent nodes. These nodes read
the images from the camera at a fixed rate, and then they are broadcasted as ROS
messages. To test the integration a node named webcam_node was implemented and
tested, reading from a builtin laptop webcam and a RTSP video feed from a camera
connected to the network. This node publishes image messages to a topic named
"/camera" using the sensor_msgs.Image message type predefined in ROS. The image

7https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html
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Figure 4.8: Scheme of the proposed nodes and messages in the ROS environment.

encoding used in the sent images is BGR8 as it is common in most cameras. The
face_recognition_node node will receive all messages from the camera, converting
them to the OpenCV image format needed as input for the face recognition pipeline.
This transformation is achieved using the cv_bridge package in ROS.
For each image received, the face_recognition_node node will detect and try

to recognize all the people within it. The produced results (detected people and
bounding boxes) have to be published to a ROS topic in order to be of use to
other nodes. Since the ROS transport system needs all message types to be defined
beforehand, a good practice is to create an additional ROS package containing only the
required message definitions. This way every node that wants to use the results from
face_recognition_node doesn’t have to specify the whole face recognition package
as a dependency, only the message specific package. This package containing all
the message definitions is named face_recognition_ros_msgs and contains various
definitions:

Identity: It contains the name of the recognized individual (person_id) as a
string, a number containing the score of the recognition (recognition_score), and a
bounding box to discern which face corresponds to the recognition (bounding_box).

IdentityList: containing a list of Identity messages containing all successful
face recognitions within an image.

Currently, the face_recognition_node publishes two different topics: recognition
and recognition_image. The first return an IdentityList message and the second a
2D visualization of the results as a sensor_msgs.Image message as seen in figure 4.9.
Lastly, the node configuration is handled using the YAML format8, a human

readable serialization format commonly used in configuration files. The rosparam
utility of ROS is used to set ROS Parameters in the Parameter Server, a shared
dictionary which the ROS nodes can access at runtime. Rosparam can load a YAML
file and make its contents accessible to face_recognition_node, which uses them to
configure the various neural networks, algorithms, loading the identities database,
etc.
To automate the use of the of the system an example launch file (recognition.launch)

was made. This file, when used via the roslaunch command, will launch a node
8https://yaml.org/
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Figure 4.9: Recognition results on Rviz. Every face detected appears within a
bounding box, while if the face classifier has found a match in the database a name
appears over the box.

reading from a webcam, the recognition node loaded with a default configuration,
and Rviz to visualize the results. It can be used via the following command in the
command line:

roslaunch face_recognition_ros recognition.launch

This work considers a robotic platform endowed with a pair of RGB-D cameras
and a range-finder. The use such platform as an assistive robot requires the ability to
identify an user, for example to search an specific user in the home environment or to
give a personalized service on any given interaction. The integration of the presented
face recognition system as a package allows it to easily interact with the components
available in the robotic platform, for example: reading from cameras and sending the
recognition information to other processes.
In the particular test case, the two cameras on the targeted robotic platform

can be accessed independently within the ROS ecosystem, as they continuously
publish sensor_msgs.Image messages which can be accessed by subscribing to the
/camera_up/rgb/image_raw and /camera/rgb/image_raw respectively. ROS pro-
vides a way to remap topic names within launch files which can be used to redirect
either camera to the face recognition node. An example of how such remapping is
achieved is:

<remap from="/camera_up/rgb/image_raw" to="/camera"/>

The system has been tested on the robotic platform while deployed on an office
environment. The experimental results gathered during this testing process are
discussed in section 5.4, accompanied with images from the /recognition_image
topic.
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Chapter 5

Results

Chapter 4 introduced various components that can be used within a face recognition
pipeline. More specifically, the considered methods for face detection and feature
extraction, two central pillars of face recognition. This chapter will discuss the
most significant results for each component, comparing them in terms of accuracy,
performance and additional functionality. This comparison will be used to decide the
final implementation of the recognition pipeline to be used in the robot.

5.1. Face detection

In section 4.1 a variety of face detection methods were presented: the full-pose
detector OpenPose, two implementations of the detection and alignment neural
network MTCNN, and a widely available DNN implementation in OpenCV. This
section describes the evaluation process and presents the results of all the previously
mentioned methods.

5.1.1. Accuracy evaluation

The FDDB dataset [18] is commonly used to measure accuracy in face detectors.
Along with the data, it provides a common evaluation scheme and code implementation
to compute the results. The evaluation scheme makes use of ROC curves to compare
the performance of various methods as seen in figure 5.1. The ROC curve provides a
easy way to contrast the true positive rate (how many of the true faces have been
detected) against the false positive rate (the number of false detections) at different
accuracy thresholds.
The FDDB evaluation code takes a list of the predictions that each method has

produced on the evaluation dataset. Each prediction must provide a confidence score,
dictating how confident the method is about a it. Then, it is executed a matching
process between the true positives (handmade list of faces within each image of the
dataset) and all the predictions. Once the matching process is finished, the true
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positive rate and false positives are computed at different thresholds of the confidence
score, resulting in the ROC curve seen below.

Figure 5.1: Performance comparison results of the discussed detection methods on
FDDB.

From the curves in figure 5.1, the following conclusions could be inferred for each
face detection method:

OpenPose (original): The most unimpressive result is that of the original face
detector using OpenPose (section 4.1.1.1). It barely detects a 15% of the true positives
and has the highest number of false positives. Nevertheless, these results are not
the fault of OpenPose, but that of the evaluation code provided with FDDB. The
enormous bounding boxes that characterizes this original version of the face extractor
confuses the matching algorithm used to link the detected faces with the annotated
faces.

OpenPose (modified): The modified face extractor developed in this work
reduces considerably the size of the bounding boxes, this allows the evaluation code of
FDDB to work correctly. OpenPose performs remarkably well in FDDB obtaining a
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0.92 positive rate, higher than the other methods used in this comparison. The number
of false positives is slightly higher than MTCNN at higher confidence thresholds, but
it can be a worthy trade-off for a higher total recall.

MTCNN (Tensorflow): This face detector presents an impressive low false
positive rate at higher confidence thresholds, from the ∼ 0.82 point onwards the
number of false positives raises drastically while only obtaining marginal improvements
of recall.

MTCNN (Mxnet): The MxNet version of MTCNN proves itself to be superior
in both recall and precision to the Tensorflow implementation and also the modified
OpenPose face extractor. In terms of accuracy is the indisputable winner.

5.1.2. Performance evaluation

Regarding time performance, only CPU benchmarks could be ran. Although they
might not illustrate the performance of these methods in deployment (as the targeted
robotic platform has a GPU), they will serve to compare the relative performance
between each other (Table 5.1).

Openpose: OpenPose is at least 30 times worse than the nearest face detector
on CPU. This poor performance originates in the high amount of resources needed to
run OpenPose: at least 2GB of free RAM for the GPU version and 8GB of RAM and
8 cores for the CPU version. Even in the OpenPose benchmark1 where the community
shares their results on a variety of hardware the most optimistic results on CPU are
greater than 2000ms.

MTCNN: Despite being a deep neural network and also providing alignment, it
works at almost real-time speeds on CPU (2.5–5 FPS), which is much more reasonable
in low power devices.

OpenCV: OpenCV is the fastest of the considered methods, reliably operating
at 10 FPS on a CPU. There are no performance differences between resolutions,
given that the images are resized to 300 × 300 in preprocessing as stated in the
documentation2.

Concerning additional functionality, OpenPose provides full-body pose estimation,
which can be very valuable information for a robot-human interaction. Additionally,
the body keypoints of the face might be used to perform face alignment, despite it
lacking the 2 keypoints around the face that MTCNN provides.

1https://github.com/CMU-Perceptual-Computing-Lab/openpose/blob/master/doc/speed_
up_openpose.md#openpose-benchmark

2https://github.com/opencv/opencv/tree/master/samples/dnn#face-detection
3Lack of recommended amount of RAM and CPU cores in development machine have hindered

these results
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1280× 720 640× 480

OpenCV 104ms 103ms
MTCNN (Tensorflow) 433ms 213ms
MTCNN (MXNet) 443ms 229ms
OpenPose3 14256ms 10411ms

Table 5.1: Time benchmarks of the face detectors on different image resolutions.

5.2. Feature extraction

In section 4.2 two deep feature extraction methods were presented: a popular com-
munity implementation of FaceNet, and InsightFace, a newer state-of-the-art method
provided along the ArcFace paper. Originally, FaceNet was the only implementation
considered in the developed face recognition pipeline. However, during the testing
process, the choice of feature extractor was reconsidered, resulting in the inclusion
of InsightFace. This section contains a comparison of both methods using the LFW
dataset and observations made during practical testing.

5.2.1. Accuracy evaluation

The Labeled Faces in the Wild(LFW) dataset [16] has been, up to now, one of the
most popular benchmarks for face recognition, so it has been chosen to compare the
accuracy performance of both algorithms. The benchmark procedure consists in a
face verification task: various pairs of images are presented to the network, then the
objective is to ascertain whether the individuals in both images are the same person
or not. K-Fold cross-validation is performed on the 6000 pairs of LFW, dividing them
in 10 subsets or folds of equal size. Each fold will take a turn as a test dataset while
the remaining ones will be used for training. The best threshold for classification,
i.e. the one that minimizes classification error, will be computed on each training
set. The test set, which have not been used in this round of training, is then used to
compute the validation accuracy using the given threshold. This process results in 10
different accuracy scores, one for each of the 10 folds, which are averaged to compute
the final validation score.
Based on the previously mentioned evaluation scheme, the stated accuracy scores

in both methods are outstanding: 99.83% (InsightFace) against 99.65% (FaceNet).
Nevertheless, the 0.18% difference between the two is significative enough to provide
better performance on real conditions.
One of the most important qualitative advantages of InsightFace over FaceNet

is a greater inter-class discrepancy, i.e. the existence of a greater margin between
embeddings of different individuals. In figure 5.2, a comparison between the distances
of positive and negative pairs of LFW is shown. The histogram in figure 5.2a clearly
shows a confusion region in (0.33–0.4) where negative and positive pairs are similarly
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apart of each other. The existence of this region shows that FaceNet is worse at
separating images of different classes. Then a trade-off between accuracy and recall
must be considered when deciding a threshold. Using a higher threshold would identify
an individual in more difficult conditions, at the cost of more false positives. While a
lower threshold might reduce the false positives substantially, at the cost of reducing
the total amount of correct predictions. InsightFace, as shown in figure 5.2b, does not
present such an obvious confusion region while maintaining intra-class compactness,
i.e. a similar distance between embeddings of the same individual.

5.2.2. Performance evaluation

In terms of time performance, only CPU performance could be measured on the
developing machine. This benchmark only serves as a relative comparison between
the methods, as a GPU could provide a significant jump in time performance for
both methods. FaceNet running on Tensorflow provides real-time feature extraction,
clocking at 66ms on images with just one individual. InsightFace, on the contrary,
does not fare as well as FaceNet: taking 530ms to compute the features of an image
with just one individual. Both, time benchmarks also contain the image preprocessing
time for each face image. As said before, CPU benchmarks only serve as a illustrative
measure, both results seem acceptable as the boost of running on a GPU should give
a suitable performance boost to InsightFace. This notion is also reinforced by the
time benchmarks available in the InsightFace repository4.

5.3. Proposed pipeline

The results from the different face detectors and feature extractors provide a fair
comparison between them. The final face recognition pipeline must consider them in
terms of accuracy and performance.
The choice of face detector is rather straightforward: in terms of accuracy the

MXNet version of MTCNN far surpasses every other method, providing great true
positive rates at very high confidence values. Nevertheless, if pose estimation is
needed, the modified version of OpenPose has shown accuracy almost on par to
MTCNN, albeit at a great cost in time performance.
In the task of feature extraction, InsightFace has proven to be a remarkable

upgrade over FaceNet, producing more accurate and more reliable results thanks to
the increased margin between classes. The only negative point of InsightFace seems
to be its lower performance, which could be solved by running on GPU.
In conclusion, InsightFace’s face recognition pipeline seems the most accurate and

useful for the task at hand. While the pose extraction method OpenPose could be
used if necessary without reducing the overall accuracy of the system.

4https://github.com/deepinsight/insightface/wiki/TVM-Benchmark
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(a) FaceNet

(b) InsightFace

Figure 5.2: Distribution of the distance between pairs of embeddings on the LFW
dataset. The bars in blue indicates positive pairs while the red bars indicates negative
pairs.
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5.4. Experimental results

The system has been deployed and tested on a Giraff robot equipped with two
RGB-D cameras while moving in a controlled environment: an office setting. For
testing purposes, the system was loaded with a small dataset of 1-2 images from a
subset of the people there. The main objective of this test was to ascertain whether
the system was able to recognize the people in the dataset, while classifying the
remaining individuals as unknown. This test was run using InsightFace’s pipeline
with a classification threshold of 0.4 using cosine distance, which is practically the
optimal threshold determined in the evaluation on LFW as shown in figure 5.2b.
The test run gave some interesting insights on how well the face recognition system

performs in a real environment while deployed on a mobile robot:

The system is able to differentiate individuals in the dataset and new individuals
using the previously mentioned threshold, i.e. it has not shown to classify any
unknown individual as a known identity. An example of this is shown in
figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Face recognition performed during testing on a mobile robot. On the left,
a known individual is presented to the system and it is correctly classified, visualized
presenting a green bounding box and an identity label underneath. On the right, an
unknown individual is presented to the system, which is signaled by a red bounding
box and the absence of any label.

The system has shown some tolerance to detrimental conditions such as varying
poses and partially occluded faces as shown in figure 5.4. Although, this
resilience has a limit, for greater amounts of face occlusion or pose variance the
system may classify a known individual as unknown.
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Figure 5.4: Face recognition system facing some detrimental conditions such as pose
variance (left) and partial occlusion (right).

The most detrimental condition to the system’s behavior shown during testing
is image blur, which can be caused by fast movement of an individual or the
robot itself. In these cases, the face detector is able to locate a face, but the
classification fails to recognize individuals in the dataset, classifying them as
unknown instead (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5: Face recognition on a frame with blur present. The individual shown
(Samuel) exists in the dataset, but it is wrongly classified as unknown.

In conclusion, the experimental testing on a real environment shows a face recog-
nition system able to reliably distinguish unknown identities from known identities in
normal conditions. On the other case, the system presents some tolerance against
face occlusion or pose variance (side faces), but is disturbed easily by image blur.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This bachelor thesis proposes a face recognition pipeline integrated in the ROS
framework for its usage in robotic systems. Specifically, this implementation deals
with the problem of open-set face identification, which tries to find the identity of an
individual which may or may not be in the gallery of known identities.

First, it has enumerated the components commonly used to perform face recog-
nition, describing their use within the system and some of the different approaches
used in state of the art.

Then, it has considered various open-source implementations for those principal
components: face detection and feature extraction. The performance of these two
components influence greatly the whole behavior of the system, and open-source
implementations of these commonly offer suggestions of other components necessary
to improve performance, such as face alignment and image preprocessing.

Specially, a 2D pose extraction neural network named OpenPose has been consid-
ered for use in face detection. The original method of face extraction by using 2D
pose keypoints made by the creators of OpenPose, had to be modified extensively in
order to reduce the size of the bounding boxes as it could not be evaluated by the
usual benchmark for face detection: the FDDB dataset. The reduced bounding boxes
also aid the task of face recognition, as most feature extraction networks are trained
using tight crops of faces.

Lastly, some of the methods explored have been evaluated on commonly used
public benchmarks for face detection and face recognition, in order to compare the
accuracy between them and provide context around the choice of one over another.
The validation results in this benchmarks have shown that in terms of accuracy, for
both detection and feature extraction, the models provided in InsightFace’s repository
(MTCNN and ArcFace) are the best possible combination from the considered versions,
while the pose estimation network Openpose can be used to provide face detection
with a small loss in accuracy and a worse overall time performance. The use of
OpenPose is recommended only in case that pose estimation were necessary for other
components in the robot’s system.
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6.1. Possible extensions

The implemented face recognition pipeline, despite accomplishing its function, it
still has some possible avenues for improvement and further testing:

The integration of OpenPose as a face detector described in section 4.1.1 can
be improved with the implementation of face alignment using the 3 available
facial keypoints (nose, left, and right eyes).

The face recognition benchmarks on LFW has only been ran using MTCNN’s
detection and alignment capabilities, as the poor performance of OpenPose in
the testing machine made it unfeasible to use it in the LFW dataset. This
evaluation is necessary to better understand the behavior of the system as a
whole when using OpenPose.

The face anti-spoofing described in section 2.1.3 could be implemented to avoid
recognition of face images both printed or in screens.
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Chapter 7

Conclusiones

Este trabajo presenta un sistema de reconocimiento facial integrado en el framework
ROS para su uso en plataformas robóticas. En especial, esta implementación lidia con
el problema de identificación facial en contexto abierto: el sistema intenta identificar
a un individuo que puede o no estar en el conjunto de identidades conocidas por el
robot.

Para llevar a cabo esta tarea, primero se han enumerado los módulos que suelen
ser usados para realizar reconocimiento facial, explicando su utilidad en el sistema
y algunos de los diferentes métodos usados en el estado del arte. Después, se han
considerado varias implementaciones de software libre para los principales componentes
del sistema: detección de caras y extracción de características. La calidad de estos
dos componentes influye en gran medida en el rendimiento final del sistema. Otros
componentes adicionales como alineado de caras o preprocesamiento de imágenes
también son usados, pero su estudio viene influenciado por sugerencias de la comunidad
de usuarios open-source de los otros dos componentes.

En particular, una red neuronal para la extracción de poses en 2D llamada
OpenPose ha sido considerada para su uso para la detección facial en imágenes. Esta
integración ha requerido modificaciones en el código original de extracción facial
proporcionado por los creadores de OpenPose, dado que era necesario refinar el área
de la detección reduciendo los margenes, para poder evaluar el método mediante el
dataset de evaluación más popular: el dataset FDDB. Una mejor extracción de caras
también ayuda a la tarea de reconocimiento facial, ya que las redes de extracción de
características suelen ser entrenadas con recortes ajustados de las caras.

Por último, los métodos explorados han sido evaluados en datasets de evaluación
comúnmente usados para detección de caras y reconocimiento facial, con el fin de
poder presentar una comparativa adecuada entre ellos y contextualizar su inclusión
en el sistema. Los resultados de validación obtenidos han demostrado que, para
detección y extracción de características los modelos para MTCNN y ArcFace en el
repositorio de InsightFace producen los mejores resultados en cuestión de precisión.
No obstante, si se necesita extracción de poses en algún otro componente del robot,
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OpenPose puede ser usada con una ligera perdida de precisión y un peor rendimiento
en cuestión de tiempo.

7.1. Posibles extensiones y vías futuras

El sistema de reconocimiento facial cumple su función, pero aun tiene posibles
vías para su mejora:

La integración de OpenPose como detector facial descrita en section 4.1.1 tiene
algunas vias de mejora, como la implementación de alineado usando 3 rasgos
faciales disponibles en el modelo de OpenPose: la nariz y ambos ojos.

La evaluación de precisión usando LFW solo ha sido computada usando las
capacidades de detección y alineado de MTCNN. El efecto del uso de OpenPose
en el sistema no ha podido ser evaluado, dado que el comedido rendimiento del
ordenador de desarrollo hace inviable su evaluación con LFW.

El método para mitigar las detecciones de caras en cuadros, imágenes, etc.,
podría ser implementado en el sistema, para así evitar falsos reconocimientos
originados por imágenes impresas o en pantallas.
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